Alumni Society Will Fete Group of Highschoolers

More than the 100 secondary school alumni will be on campus this weekend as Pennsylvania Day marks the 105th anniversary of the alumni association.

The group, composed of outstanding students selected by faculty, will be taken on a tour of the campus and will be entertained with a banquet and a variety show. They will be accompanied by members of the University of Pennsylvania alumni society.

The schedule of activities will vary according to the special interest of the visitors. Students will be divided into groups which will be accompanied by representatives of the university.

The various fraternal house jellies on Friday night, with representatives of the Office of Alumni Relations.

Moock Named New Spirit Committee Pres.
At Meeting Yesterday

Marion Bonstein, Lila McKnight Receive Posts;
Introductory Smoker Planned for End of Year

Theodore Moock, a junior in the Wharton School, was elected president of the Spirit Committee in a meeting held in the Pennsylvania Day Committee.

A member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, Moock is in Phi Kappa Beta, Junior Honor Society and the Christian Association. He is also an associate basketball manager and a member of the varsity tennis squad.

Marion Bonstein and Lila McKnight were elected secretary and treasurer respectively. Miss Bonstein, who served on the Spirit Committee last year, continues to be a member of the group.

The group, which meets before the commencement, is responsible for a number of Pennsylvania Day events.

University Press Will Publish Crusade History

After two decades of planning, research and writing by six medieval scholars of ten nations, "The History of the Crusades" will be published by the University of Pennsylvania Press as the highlight of its spring schedule of books.

Dr. Kenneth T. Setton, recently appointed director of libraries at the University, is editor-in-chief of the five-volume work, which will be issued in paperback and hardcover editions. The project was initiated by the Catholic Library Association, and the interest in it was inspired by Dr. Setton.
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Many people have conceptions which, upon spending a few years in college, are quickly discarded. The conception of a cheerleader as a malevolent person is one of them, far from the truth. These tireless extroverts, whose seemingly unlimited supplies of energy have caused many to wonder, are, in this case, honest and deserved respect by their classmates—respect because they are so cheerfully. Why?

The aim of this organization of this kind can be measured by two standards. The first—How close does it succeed in attaining its end?—and, second—the culture of its times.

The aim of the cheerleaders should be to promote spirit among the student body and to show the world that they represent all that is good about the University. Whether this is accomplished would require a better job in time-consuming investigations, but if anyone has ever undertaken such a study, it must be omitted as a standard of measurement.

Therefore, the only means of judgment is the members:

Small numbers breed exclusiveness which (and no value judgment should be inferred) is the desire of both. Such is the case with the student union, the open University, the spirit Univer-

The atmosphere of a fine person and a good friend.

Ralph's friends have left the University and Ralph's parent,--relatives and friends its grati-

The student union, the open University, the spirit University. There is no place for them now.

William C. Hickey, a senior, is head cheer-

He is a member of the Sphinx Society, an assistant baseball manager. He is also an officer on the Athletic Managerial Board.
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Wildcat Rally Nips Quaker Nine, 4-3

by Dan Dawley

B bulging for three runs in the sixth, Villanova’s baseball team edged Pennsylvania, 4-3, yesterday afternoon on the West Field.

Backed by a three-hit pitching performance, the Quakers appeared to have contest sewn up as the Wildcats came to bat in the top of the seventh.

However, the first, two Villanova batters reached base, one on a walk and the other on an error. With two outs, Deli Dealey stirred the slumbering Wildcats with a base hit to load the bases with a Resorts chance for the first run of the inning.

Jim Castle, who followed, hit a sacrifice fly to right fielder Jack McMillan to score the ninth Wildcat run of the game, giving Dealey the win.

From there, the game was played out with the Quakers making a bid to score, but Dealey struck out Bob Proctor and Jim Castle in two straight attempts.

Frosh Runners Bow To St. Joe

The second round of intra- mural softball play was completed on Monday and Tuesday evenings as eight teams were eliminated from further competition.

In the opening round of play, two of the three matches went to the Quakers.

Quaker Golfers Battle Rutgers

In quest of its seventh win of the season, Rutgers will travel to the West Field tomorrow (May 4) to play the Quakers in the opening round of play.

Pennsylvania’s freshmen track team lost to St. Joseph’s, 74-57, yesterday at Franklin Field, yesterday. Pennsylvania freshman track team lost to St. Joseph’s, 74-57, yesterday at Franklin Field.
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The Quakers have met Rutgers in the first round of play for the last two years.

The Quakers and the Scarlet Knights will meet again in the opening round of play for the third straight year.
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Netmen Beat Diplomats As Krome Wins Seventh

Sweeping all nine matches from an outclassed Franklin and Marshall squad, the Pennsylvania men’s team rolled to victory in seven starts yesterday afternoon on the courts. In recording their initial sweep of the season, the Quakers continued to dominate their rivals with F and M Penn has triumphed in all ten meetings since 1941.

Morris Krome displayed the top form that has carried him uns水面ed through seven matches when he defeated captain Bob Futer, 6-4, 6-2. Captain Charlie Roger lost only one game in triumphing over M’s number two man, Joe Gross, 6-4, 6-1.

Ben Brown toppled Dave Rieger in two sets, 6-4, 6-4, and Paul Bierly, elevated to the singles department for the second time this year, won over the Episcopal match-up, Kent Martin by 6-4, 6-4. Dave Voorden, seeing action in the singles department for the second time this year, won out over the Episcopal match-up, Kent Martin by 6-4, 6-4. Dave Voorden, seeing action in the singles department for the second time this year, won out over the Episcopal match-up, Kent Martin by 6-4, 6-4. Dave Voorden, seeing action in the singles department for the second time this year, won out over the Episcopal match-up, Kent Martin by 6-4, 6-4.

Ted Gillespie brought the score to 6-0 when he recorded a 6-1, 6-4 win over Lee Hensley. Roger Foster and Grosh, 6-2, 6-2. The win was the fourth for Coach Wallace Johnson’s number one doubles combination.

Combining for the first time this campaign, Krome and Bierly overpowered Martin and Van Nostrand by 6-1, 6-1. Ralph Pinnow and Dave Abernathy outlasted Davis and Shum in the three-set match of the day.

Hill School Stops Frosh Nine, 12-9

Pennsylvania’s frosh baseball team shortened its third straight loss of the season with a victory over Hill School, nine, yesterday at West Field.

Terrence Frost started for Penn with a record of one-third of the first inning when the Hillsters tallied three times on three hits. He was relieved by Ray Rentz in the fourth, who gave up three more runs, each by singles. The second set of runs scored on the second hit, only this time, Frostr was replaced by Pete Brightman. The Hill school collected a total of 14 hits.

The outstanding feature of the game came in the seventh inning when Penn started to climb on three runs, each by singles. Mike Wilson of Hill School had two singles, each on Monday night’s action.

Hill won the game, 12-9, as Schuck each connected for a double. The fielding was poor for the Hillers, giving them five runs and Hill School committing three boozes.

Now The Greeting That Carries Its Own Bouquet

This new scented telegram is the perfect way to send your love on Mother’s Day. Lightly perfumed with the fragrance of carnations it will be a keepsake cherished for years to come.

Call or visit your local Western Union office today and give them your message for Mother’s Day.

Mother’s Day Card
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Lucky Doodle is made by Lucky Strike. It contains a unique blend of tobacco that results in a distinctive flavor. Lucky Doodles are known for their smooth, mild taste, which is enjoyed by smokers who prefer a milder smoking experience.

Lucky Doodles are available in several packs, including the Lucky Doodles King Size and Lucky Doodles Slims. They are designed for those who prefer a softer smoke with less harshness.

The product is marketed as a mild and smooth option for smokers, appealing to those who are looking for a gentle and enjoyable smoking experience. The blend of tobacco is thought to contribute to the distinct flavor that is characteristic of Lucky Doodles.

In conclusion, Lucky Doodles offer a unique smoking experience for those who enjoy a mild and smooth taste. They are a popular choice among smokers who prefer a softer smoke and seek a relaxing and enjoyable cigarette. Whether you choose King Size or Slims, Lucky Doodles provide a tasty alternative to traditional cigarettes.